
RETAIL FLOWER SHOP BUSINESS PLAN

plan executive summary. Red White & Bloom is a retail florist that plans to differentiate through its Frequent Flower Gift
Programs and floral design gallery store.

The methodology of business research can be categorized in the following five ways which are namely:
surveys, focus groups, personal interviews, observation, and field trials techniques chosen to conduct these
depend upon the type of data needed and how much money is sanctioned to conduct the business research. Our
customer targets are everybody that has much purchasing power. Free delivery to local offices will be offered.
Containers, baskets, glass Floral Foam and Styrofoam Funeral forms and supplies Holiday merchandise
normally we store it away when the season has passed-hopefully, you have planned well and gotten lucky-you
sold the last Easter Basket on the last day before the holiday! With increasing sales and better utilization of
employee work time revenue margins will and thus costs per employee will decrease on average. Marketing
Budget Our objective in setting a marketing budget has been to keep it between two and five percent of our
estimated annual gross sales. Most banks offer internet banking, a computer with reliable internet access will
be crucial if you choose to take advantage of this time saving solution. Risk analysis The risk analysis
considers critical factors that may lead to a failure of the business concept. Research the zoning requirements
of your community by contacting your local zoning officer. Fuji Designs is a Japanese-style florist, offering
silk and fresh flower arrangements, along with Japanese gifts, jewelry, glassware and handbags. This includes
permanently low demand as well as a temporary collapse in demand. Carithers is recognized as the leading
florist in Atlanta, with three locations one in town. In field trials, new products are placed in a select number
of stores to test consumer response in real-life selling environments. Mission statement 1. The recent closing
of their store in the Columbus Dispatch Building illustrates the disadvantages of not having an owner on the
premises. There should be different type of leaves available to match the required flower arrangement needed.
Take some time to think about those items and bring them in now, while you can. A counter to be used for
retail store sales. Specialized workstations For example: If you will be selling balloons and balloon sculptures,
have your tank, curling ribbon, balloons, weights, hi-float and specialized tools all in one work area. It is
worth the investment to purchase the correct phone equipment the first time. Fuji Designs. These loans will be
paid-in-full by March of  Parking Goble Management offers shoppers validated parking to encourage
commerce. AFMC's mission is to provide the industry with a marketing program that builds business between
holidays when traditionally sales are slow. Creativity, aesthetic sense, and touch of professionalism add to the
success of the flower shop operation. Topics will be seasonal in nature, and will feature guest artists such as
regional cuisine, interior design tips from local designers, books signings, jewelry shows, and local artist
showings. You will need to rely on the daily and weekly faxes from your wholesalers to let you know what is
available and what prices are running. Information as to the name and which months each type of flowers is
available are clearly indicated at the book. Approximately one-third of the space would be allocated for retail
use, and the other two-thirds would be used for workspace and storage. Ideally the company plans to open its
gallery in March in Castleberry Hill, one of Atlanta's historic loft neighborhoods that is less than one mile
from Downtown Atlanta. A courtesy call will be given or an e-mail sent to each customer hours in advance.
Please don't underestimate the power of flowers. One additional fringe benefit is membership in The Phoenix
Club, which is a business tool used to maintain a good working relationship with the Club one of our larger
clients and its members. With the recent closing of their Westside Center store, the result of low sales, they are
concentrating their efforts in the more affluent suburbs. When an attempt is made to observe consumers,
researchers start by videotaping the consumer in stores, at home or at work it gives a very accurate portrayal of
consumer usage habits plus their shopping patterns. Remember that there is a delivery charge associated with
just about everything you buy. We will generate income by; Retailing cut flowers Retailing of fresh and
artificial flowers Retailing floral arrangements Retailing complimentary gift items Sales Forecast One thing is
certain when it comes to flower shop business, if your shop is well stocked and centrally positioned, you will
always attract customers cum sales and that will sure translate to increase in revenue generation for the
business. With my years of experience as a floral designer in the metropolitan area and my familiarity with
downtown businesses, hotels, and restaurants, I knew my reputation was established and secure enough to
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support such a venture. Your wholesaler is there to help you re-stock. You may also use these tables for
wrapping arrangements and lining up deliveries or you may need separate tables and carts for this function,
depending upon your business plan. Sourcing and marketing will require one employee. Introduce our flower
shop business by sending introductory letters alongside our brochure to organizations, religious centers,
funeral homes, event planners, households and key stake holders in Orlando, Florida Ensure that we have a
wide range of flowers natural and artificial and other related merchandize in our shop at all times. As can be
seen printed advertisements targets a large potential customer group but at a relatively high cost. Suppliers use
the Fax machine to send flower, plant and supply availabilities.


